Mix and Mingle

Cabaret Magic

Kevin can mingle amongst your guests,
performing amazing sleight of hand for
individuals or small groups of people, which
is perfectly suited for your drinks reception,
garden parties, business or product launch.
It is also a wonderful ice breaker, where
Kevin’s magic gives your guests or clients,
who may never have met, a common talking
point, generating a relaxed and enjoyable
atmosphere.

Kevin’s hilarious cabaret act regularly
enraptures and amuses crowds wherever
he appears. Items seem to vanish and
reappear at will, a shooting routine with an
unbelievable conclusion, the sound system
vanishes, and the incredible production of
a full size bowling ball, are just some of the
effects Kevin performs. He combines superb
magic with very funny material and visual
gags with abundant self-effacing charm,
which is the perfect choice for your after
dinner cabaret.

Wedding Magic
Kevin can perform at your wedding reception,
mixing with your guests, entertain them
whilst waiting for the photos to be taken, at
the table during the wedding breakfast, or
afterwards when they are relaxing in the
grounds of the venue or waiting for the room
to be re-set for your evening function.

About Kevin
Kevin Bird is a popular and much sought-after
Essex based magician. He can often be found
entertaining at one of the more prestigious
venues in London or the Home counties,
enthralling audiences with his own unique
style of magic.
Kevin has over 20 year’s experience and
is an Associate of the Inner Magic Circle.
He joins a small elite band of magicians,
worldwide, who have been awarded the
celebrated ‘Silver Star’ for his achievements,
the highest accolade for performance the
world famous Magic Circle bestows.

Magic at the Table
Kevin can entertain your guests at their table
with unbelievable skill and dexterity as large
coins pass through glass into a sealed bottle
or even through clients’ heads, signed cards
vanish and reappear in the most impossible
locations! Money is produced from flaming
paper, minds are read and the most amazing
predictions are found to be true!

Associate of the
Inner Magic Circle

Testimonials
“Only 2 words to describe Kevin –
ABSOLUTELY AMAZING! Both guests and
staff were entertained and amazed. Kevin
is a man of many talents, and certainly
wowed us all.”
“Your entertainment and close up skills were
brilliant at my 40th party at Sanctum. Thank
you so very much.”
“It was your skilful, magical involvement
that so puzzled our guests, and us, and
was such a phenomenal ‘overture’ to the
‘main’ event.”

Contact Kevin
Although based in Essex, magician Kevin Bird
works at events and private parties all
over the UK.
If you would like more information, want to
check availability or have any questions about
hiring a magician, please contact Kevin.
www.kevinbirdmagician.co.uk
kevin@kevinbirdmagician.co.uk
07973 226 290

